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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Superhydrophobic surface is extensively used in lab-on-a-chip technology, thermal
management, self-cleaning and condensation arising from its ability to reduce fluid
flow resistance. There are many existing studies conducted on fluid flow in channels
and tubes having superhydrophobic surface, especially focusing on Newtonian fluid in
fully-developed flow region. Before a fully-developed flow profile is attained, fluid flow
undergoes a developing velocity profile region where velocity flow profile continuously
develops axially. However, limited studies are focused on flow developing region,
especially non-Newtonian flow in the presence of superhydrophobic surface. In this
study, the effects of gas area fraction on hydrodynamic entrance region of shear
thickening fluids in a circular tube with alternating superhydrophobic grooves and ribs
arranged in the transverse direction are investigated. Superhydrophobic transverse
grooves of normalized groove-rib periodic spacing 𝐿 = 0.1 with different gas area
fractions 𝛿 are considered in this study with the assumption of laminar, steady and
incompressible flow in the tube. The influence of the superhydrophobic surface on the
velocity field, centerline velocity distribution and hydrodynamic entrance length are
examined. From the numerical results, for Reynold number, 𝑅𝑒 of 1 × 10−4 and
power-law index, 𝑛 ranging from 1.0 to 1.5, the hydrodynamic entrance length is found
to be consistently longer, in the presence of superhydrophobic surface. For
microfluidic applications, this implies that for shear thickening flow through tube
patterned with these regular microstructures of hydrophobic condition, flow
developing region can be altered.
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1. Introduction
Superhydrophobic surfaces are water-repellent surface patterned with microstructures that
repel liquid from wetting its surface. The water-repellent surfaces exist naturally which can be
observed on the lotus leaves. There are a lot of studies on the application of these surfaces [1]. The
prime benefit of water-repellent surface is its ability in reducing the flow resistance, thereby it can
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be employed in gaining higher mass flow rate in narrow tube such as microtube when the pumping
power is limited [2-5]. Benefits arising from these surfaces can be applied in many applications such
as Lab-on-chip technology [6], thermal management [7,8], self-cleaning [9], condensation [10], etc.
Most of the recent studies on superhydrophobic surface in channels or tubes is limited to
hydrodynamic fully-developed regions [4,5,11]. Although there are some exceptions where recent
studies on superhydrophobic are focused on hydrodynamic developing regions [12-20].
In the absence of superhydrophobic surface, when Newtonian fluid flows in a tube having smooth
wall, the dimensionless hydrodynamic entrance length is found to vary nonlinearly with the Reynolds
number as predicted by Durst et al., [21]. With the presence of superhydrophobic surface, the
hydrodynamic entrance length is predicted to be slightly longer than that of smooth walls [18,19]. In
real life applications such as in chemical and processing industries, non-Newtonian fluid is often used
instead of Newtonian fluid. The behavior of non-Newtonian fluid can be modeled via power-law fluid
model. Using this model, the shear rate of the fluid varies using the power-law index (𝑛), i.e.,
represents shear thinning fluid when 𝑛 < 1 and represents shear thickening fluid when 𝑛 > 1. For
non-Newtonian fluid flow in circular tube with smooth wall, the dimensionless hydrodynamic
entrance length can be approximated using correlation presented by Poole and Ridley [22], given by
𝐿ℎ
𝐷

= [(0.246𝑛2 − 0.675𝑛 + 1.03)1.6 + (0.0567𝑅𝑒)1.6 ]1⁄1.6

(1)

where 𝐷 is the tube diameter, 𝐿ℎ is the hydrodynamic entrance length and 𝑅𝑒 is defined as [22]
𝑅𝑒 =
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where 𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the average fluid velocity, 𝜌 is the density of the fluid and 𝑘 is the consistency index. It
is worth to note that the correlation stated in Eq. (1) is valid for power-law index ranging 0.4 < n <
1.5 and Reynolds number in the range of 0 < Re < 1000. A similar research is also conducted on the
plane channel flow where the hydrodynamic entrance length is also influenced by power-law index.
The study of Haase et al., [14] focused on non-Newtonian fluid flow over surface with slip surface.
This slip surface can be modelled either using wall slip [16] or textured surface [14,19,20] (i.e.,
superhydrophobic transverse groove). A rough estimation of the hydrodynamic entrance length is
proposed by Haase et al., [14] that factor in the influences of gas area fraction and the normalized
groove-rib periodic spacing. Meanwhile, full numerical simulation in investigating the hydrodynamic
entrance length for non-Newtonian fluid flow in microtube with superhydrophobic grooves was thus
performed by Lee et al., [20] recently. The work of Lee et al., [20] shows the hydrodynamic entrance
length is influenced by Reynolds number and power-law index.
In an internal flow, before a fully developed condition is achieved, the developing flow shall first
prevail. Although there are some preliminary studies performed recently pertaining to slip and
superhydrophobic walls on developing flow region, the effect of gas area fraction in the
hydrodynamic developing region has not been systematically explored, especially for shear
thickening fluid. It is important to characterize the shear thickening fluid behavior and gain insights
on the alteration of the superhydrophobic surface scale on hydrodynamic entrance length.
2. Methodology
Figure 1 depicts illustration of fluid flow in circular tube with alternating superhydrophobic
grooves and ribs. The groove-rib unit length is denoted by 𝐸 and the width of the groove is 𝑒. The
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scale of the superhydrophobic structures are governed by the dimensionless gas area fraction (δ =
e/E) and normalized groove-rib periodic spacing (L = E/D). The tube has the diameter of 𝐷 with the
circular coordinate system (𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑧). The axial and radial directions are represented by 𝑧 − and
𝑟 −direction, respectively. While 𝜃 represents the azimuthal direction. However, the velocity of the
fluid flow is only considered in 𝑧 −direction. No flow is assumed in the 𝑟 − and 𝜃 −direction. Steady
laminar flow with incompressible power-law fluid is considered in this study. The superhydrophobic
surface is represented by alternating groove and ribs surface. No-slip boundary and shear-free
conditions are employed to mimic the solid-liquid (on the ribs) and liquid-gas interface (over the
grooves), respectively. The net mass flow rate through the gas layer trapped in the grooves is
assumed to be zero.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram depicting the velocity profile for flow in tube having alternating superhydrophobic
grooves and ribs

The governing equations in this study are stated as follow
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where 𝜏𝑟𝑟 , 𝜏𝑧𝑟 , 𝜏𝑟𝑧 , 𝜏𝜃𝜃 and 𝜏𝑧𝑧 are viscous stress components, given by
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The 𝜂 denotes the power-law generalized Newtonian fluid (GNF) viscosity function,
̇ 𝑛−1 where 𝑘 is the consistency index, 𝛾̇ is the rate of deformation and 𝑛 is called the
𝜂(𝛾) = 𝑘𝛾̇
power-law index. It is worth to mention again that for 𝑛 < 1, the fluid is shear thinning fluid while
𝑛 > 1 is shear thickening fluid. Meanwhile, for 𝑛 = 1, it is a Newtonian fluid.
For fluid flow in microtube having superhydrophobic transverse grooves, the flow is independent
of 𝜃 −direction. Thus, the three-dimensional flow problem can be reduced to two-dimensional
axisymmetric flow problem. Commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software package
ANSYS FLUENT 19.2 is used to solve the governing equations via finite volume method. The pressurevelocity coupling was solved via SIMPLE scheme. The numerical solution for pressure and momentum
are based on second-order and second-order upwind schemes, respectively. The convergence
criteria with scaled residuals of 10−10 for continuity and momentum equations are employed in this
study. At the inlet uniform velocity, 𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 is applied while zero static pressure is applied at the outlet.
3. Results and Discussion
In this study, shear thickening fluid flowing at Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒 = 0.001 in a tube having
superhydrophobic transverse grooves of 𝐿 = 0.1 is considered. Along the superhydrophobic surface,
the liquid-gas interfaces are assumed to be perfectly flat. In the simulation, a sufficiently long tube
(10𝐷) is employed to allow flow to reach fully-developed flow condition. The range of power-law
index (𝑛) between 1 and 1.5 is considered. The consistency index (𝑘) is fixed to be 1. Grid
independence test was first conducted using four different grid resolutions (i.e., 𝑁𝑧 × 𝑁𝑟 = 400 ×
10, 800 × 20, 1600 × 40 and 3200 × 80) on smooth wall for power-law index of 1. As can be seen
from Figure 2, the resulted normalized hydrodynamic entrance length, 𝐿ℎ /𝐷 converged when finer
grid resolution is employed. Comparing the grid resolution of 𝑁𝑧 × 𝑁𝑟 = 1600 × 40 and that of 𝑁𝑧 ×
𝑁𝑟 = 3200 × 80, the deviation is less than 0.02%.

Fig. 2. Grid independence test for flow through tube having
smooth wall at 𝑅𝑒 = 0.001 for 𝑛 = 1

Using a fine grid resolution (𝑁𝑧 × 𝑁𝑟 = 3200 × 80), the non-Newtonian flow problem is thus
simulated and validated with existing data. Based on the grid resolution used, the non-dimensional
grid spacing of ∆𝑧/𝐷 = 0.003125 and ∆𝑟/𝐷 = 0.00625 are consistently employed throughout this
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study. As showed in Figure 3, at 𝑅𝑒 = 0.001, the numerical results yielded for flow in a tube having
smooth wall are in good agreement with the correlation presented by Poole and Ridley [22], given in
Eq. (1). The deviations between both are less than 2%.

Fig. 3. Validation for normalized hydrodynamic entrance length,
𝐿ℎ /𝐷 against power-law index for shear thickening fluid

3.1 Effect on Velocity Field
The influences of gas area fraction are first investigated on the velocity distribution over the tube.
Three different gas area fractions were studied, i.e., 𝛿 = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. Gas area fraction
represents the ratio of area occupied by liquid-gas interface over a groove-rib period. A smaller value
of 𝛿 indicates that the area of liquid-gas interface is relatively smaller and vice versa. For 𝛿 = 0.5, the
areas for liquid-gas interface and solid-liquid interface are equal.
As shown in Figure 4 for 𝑛 = 1.3, the normalized axial velocity in the developing region changes
when different gas area fractions are employed. The main contrast is visible at the vicinity of the
superhydrophobic wall. The increase in the gas area fraction will allow higher flow rate in the region
close to the superhydrophobic wall, which is also observed in the fully-developed region [5]. To
maintain the same flow rate through the tube, the redistribution of the fluid flow caused the fluid
flow around the centerline to be lower when a large gas area fraction is employed. For 𝑛 = 1.3, the
normalized velocity along the centerline can exceed twice the value of inlet velocity when 𝛿 = 0.25,
as illustrate in Figure 4(a). However, the normalized maximum velocity in the bulk region is observed
to be lower when a larger gas area fraction is employed. As can be observed in Figure 4(c), when gas
area fraction is of 0.75, the maximum normalized velocity along centerline is reduced to less than
twice the inlet velocity. It is also worth to note that when a larger value of 𝛿 is employed, the velocity
field in the vicinity of the superhydrophobic wall is significantly influenced by the surface
microfeatures as can be seen in Figure 4(c). It is visible in this figure that the velocity field exhibits
periodic pattern in the region where 𝑟⁄𝐷 > 0.4. When 𝛿 is smaller, the effects of the
superhydrophobic wall on velocity distribution deemed to dwindle.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Contours of normalized velocity field (𝑢𝑧 ⁄𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 ) for non-Newtonian
fluid with 𝑛 = 1.3 past superhydrophobic grooves of (a) 𝛿 = 0.25, (b) 𝛿 =
0.50 and (c) 𝛿 = 0.75

3.2 Effect on Velocity Distribution Along Centerline
Based on the normalized velocity fields, the velocity distributions along centerline are then
plotted (as depicted in Figure 5) for all three gas area fractions. It is also worth to highlight that the
normalized velocity distribution along tube centerline rises monotonically from the inlet until it
reached fully-developed condition, similar trend with that of smooth surface. At 𝛿 = 0.25, maximum
normalized velocity is at 2.113. The maximum normalized velocity reduced to 2.074 and 1.994 when
𝛿 = 0.5 and 𝛿 = 0.75, respectively. For all three gas area fractions investigated, the velocity
distribution along the centerline is deemed not affected by the superhydrophobic wall structures. No
periodic pattern is observed on velocity field along the centerline of the fluid flow. This is mainly due
to the small value of normalized groove-rib periodic spacing being used (i.e., 𝐿 = 0.1) where the
surface structures are relatively smaller than the size of the tube.
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Fig. 5. Normalized axial velocity along tube centerline for power law fluid 𝑛 =
1.3 for superhydrophobic transverse grooves of 𝛿 = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75

3.3 Effect on Hydrodynamic Entrance Length
Depicted in Figure 6, it is visible that the normalized hydrodynamic entrance length, 𝐿ℎ /𝐷
increases as the gas area fraction 𝛿 increases. The present numerical simulation for 𝑛 = 1.3 shows
that 𝐿ℎ /𝐷 = 0.5934 when 𝛿 = 0.25 (given that 𝐿 = 0.1). 𝐿ℎ /𝐷 increases to 0.5962 and 0.6018
when 𝛿 = 0.5 and 𝛿 = 0.75 are employed, respectively. It is worthwhile to note that the
hydrodynamic entrance length calculated is the length required for centreline velocity to reach 99%
of the fully-developed velocity in the axial direction. The increase in the normalized hydrodynamic
entrance length when a larger gas area fraction is employed may be arising from the weaken inertial
force at the bulk of the fluid flow. With a larger gas area fraction, the redistribution of the fluid flow
with more flow is allowed close to the superhydrophobic wall, thereby reducing the inertial force in
the bulk of the flow. This then creates a delaying effect that exhibits a longer length for fluid to reach
fully-developed condition.

Fig. 6. Variation of normalized hydrodynamic entrance length,
𝐿ℎ /𝐷 against gas area fraction, 𝛿 of 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 for nonNewtonian fluid flow of 𝑛 = 1.3
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3.4 Effect of Power-Law Index on Hydrodynamic Entrance Length
Apart from the results devoted to 𝑛 = 1.3 presented earlier, the effects of varying power-law
index on hydrodynamic entrance length are also studied. As can be observed from Figure 7, the
presence of superhydrophobic transverse grooves consistently yield a longer 𝐿ℎ ⁄𝐷. However, the
trends are visibly different between Newtonian fluid (𝑛 = 1) and shear thickening fluid (𝑛 > 1). For
Newtonian fluid, a small fraction of superhydrophobic transverse grooves will yield a small increase
in 𝐿ℎ ⁄𝐷. Increase in 𝐿ℎ ⁄𝐷 rises rapidly with the increase in 𝛿. In contrast, an opposite trend is
observed for large 𝑛 (i.e., 𝑛 = 1.5). Patterning a small fraction of superhydrophobic transverse
grooves could significantly extend the hydrodynamic entrance length. However, further increase in
gas area fraction doesn’t affect the hydrodynamic entrance length significantly. For shear thickening
fluid, the apparent viscosity at the wall is higher as compared to that of bulk region. Therefore, the
introduction of shear-free region along the wall will allow relatively high flow rate to pass through in
the region close to the wall. This causes the significant influence that yield a much longer 𝐿ℎ ⁄𝐷 when
𝑛 = 1.5 is employed.

Fig. 7. Variation of the normalized hydrodynamic entrance
length, 𝐿ℎ /𝐷 against power-law index, 𝑛 for fluid flow in tube
having different gas area fraction 𝛿 = 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75.
Smooth wall is indicated by 𝛿 = 0

4. Conclusion
Numerical simulations were employed to investigate the developing flow of shear thickening
fluids in tube have superhydrophobic transverse grooves. At low Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒 =
0.001), normalized hydrodynamic entrance length (𝐿ℎ ⁄𝐷) is consistently higher when
superhydrophobic transverse grooves are present. For shear thickening fluid with high value of 𝑛, the
influence on 𝐿ℎ ⁄𝐷 is dominated by the presence of this salient surface. Meanwhile, the increase in
𝐿ℎ ⁄𝐷 for Newtonian fluid (𝑛 = 1)is largely influenced by the size of the superhydrophobic grooves.
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